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I. INTRODUCTION

On September 13, 2013, counsel for the Office of the Governor of Guam ("Office of

the Governor") filed a Motion to Stay and for Further Relief ("Motion to Stay"). See ECF No. I 177.

By order dated September 18,2013, the Office of the Attorney General ("AGO") was ordered to file

a response to the Motion to Stay on September 27 , 2013. See ECF No. 1 188. In its Motion to Stay,

the Office of the Governor seeks to stop all action in this case to further the implementation of the

Consent Decree until its allegations involving (1) the release of information relating to the Ordot
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Dump closure costs is addressed; (2) the Office of the Governor is allowed to participate in the

procurement process for contracts relating to the closure of the Ordot Dump; and (3) the Governor's

Office's allegations of the AGO's "lack of meaningful representation" of the Government of Guam

are addressed.

II. DISCUSSION

A. Ordot Closure Cost Estimatet and Bids Have Been Released and GSWA's Conturct
Procufement Process Does Not Include the Of.fice of the Governor

The Office of the Governor's concerns relating to the estimated costs associated with the

closure of the Ordot Dump are moot in light of the Receiver's Special Report dated September 20,

setting forth the bid amounts and cost estimates relating to the closure of the Ordot Dump. ,See ECF

No.  1193 .

The Governor's Office asserts that it should be involved in the process leading to the award of

contracts for the closure of Ordot Dump, and until the determination of the propriety of its

involvement is addressed by the Court, the closure of the Ordot Dump pursuant to the Consent

Decree should be stayed and no further contracts should be awarded. See ECF No. I 178 at 19.

This is problematic for two reasons. First, under the Appointment of Receiver, the Guam

Federal District Court ordered that "the Receiver shall have the authority required or necessary for the

complete management and control of the Consent Decree projects, including but not limited to . . . the

entering into future contracts deemed necessary." ECF No. 239 at 16. Moreover, pursuant to 10

G.C.A. $ 5lAl03, the Guam Solid Waste Authority ("GSWA") is an autonomous public corporation,

authorized to "enter into contracts and execute all instruments necessary or convenient in the exercise

of its powers...." 10 G.C.A. $ 51A10a (e). The Governor of Guam was required to sign off on

contracts entered into by the Solid Waste Management Division of the Department of Public Works

("SWMD-DPW") because under Guam law the SWMD-DPW (a line agency) was a department
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"within the Executive Branch of the Govemment of Guam." 5 G.C.A. $ 3106. On the other hand,

the Governor is not required to execute contracts entered into by the successor agency, the GSWA, an

autonomous public corporation.' 10 G.C.e. $ 51A104 (e). The GSWA is no longer under the control

of the Governor's Office. Rather, it is governed by the GSWA Board of Directors. See 10 G.C.A. $

51A105. Until this Court orders that the control and authority of the GSWA be turned over from the

Receiver to the Board, "the Receiver shall continue, status quo, in their day-to-day operations of the

GSWA and the Consent Decree Projects." Order re Transition From Court-Appointed Receiver to

GSWA Board. ECF No. 1132.

B. The Doctrine o.f Law of the Case PrecludesJhe eourt -from Reconsidering the Issue qf
The AGO'LRryesentation qf the Government in this Cqse

The Office of the Governor has been attempting to remove the AGO from this case since

April 26, 2013. See Substitution of Counsel ECF No. 1045; Amended Substitution of Counsel ECF

No. 1052. Raising concurrent representation issues, the Governor's Office sought to remove the AGO

mistakenly asserting that the AGO represented the Receiver in the Condemnation Case2 and that its

representation of the Government of Guam in this District Court case constituted a violation of

Guam Rules of Professional Conduct 1.7 and 1.9. The Governor's Office also claimed the existence

of litigation strategy differences between the Governor's Offrce and the AGO with respect to the

payment of the Condemnation Judgment3 with Section 30 Consent Decree bond funds. See ECF No.

'As of April 18,2011, the SWMD-DPW continued in existence as the Guam Solid Waste Authority. l0 G.C.A. $
5 lA r03 .

' Government of Guamv. t,348,474 sq. m.. et. a/., Superior Court of Guam Case No.0084-08 ("Condemnation Case").

3 
Th" Condemnation Judgment entered by the Guam Superior Court awarded just compensation to the Former

Landowners in the amount of $25,115,683.00 (inclusive of the amount of $3,410,000.00 already deposited with the Court
by the Government of Guam) (i.e., $21,705,683.00) plus interest at a rate of 6%o per annum on $21,705,683.00 from
January 24,2008 until judgment is paid. Some have calculated the amount now due in the area of $32 million.
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rc52.4 In its Order re Amended Substitution the Court held that the AGO represented the

Government of Guam. and not the Receiver. in both this case and the Condemnation Case. See ECF

No. 1064. Therefore there was no conflict of interest. In a well-reasoned opinion, the Court allowed

the Offrce of the Governor's Amended Substitution only for the limited purpose of allowing the

Governor's private law firm, Cabot Mantanona, LLP (the "Cabot Law Firm") to represent the

Government of Guam with regard to the issues raised in the Former Landowners' Motion to

Intervene.s See ECF No. 1064 at 4. The Court held that "for all other purposes, the Attorney General

shall remain counsel of record for the Government of Guam". Id.

Unsatisfied with the Court's ruling, on May 28,2013, the Offrce of the Governor's private

law firm, the Cabot Law firm, filed a Motion for Reconsideration of the Court's order allowing

limited substitution of the Cabot Law Firm. See ECF No. 1075. It was the Cabot Law Firm's position

that the AGO should be disqualified from this case altogether, and the Court should approve the full

substitution of the Cabot Law Firm to represent the Government of Guam. Id. After reviewing

extensive briefing, the Court denied the Cabot Law Firm's Motion for Reconsideration on August 13,

2013.,See ECF No. 1157. Accordingly, the Cabot Law Firm remained as counsel for the Government

of Guam for the limited purpose raised by the Former Landowners to use Section 30 Consent Decree

bond funds to pay the Condemnation Judgment. For all other purposes, the AGO was to remain

counsel of record for the Government of Guam. Id. The Court's 28-page order denying the Cabot

" Nowhere in this record has the AGO taken a position on whether the Section 30 Consent Decree Bond Funds should be
used to pay the Condemnation Judgment, but instead has referred the Court to the Government of Guam's Bond
Counsel's opinion on the propriety of the use of said bonds to pay the judgment. See letter from Bond Counsel, ECF No,
1050, Ex. C.

" On April l0,2AB, a Motion to Intervene was filed by former landowners of the Layon Landfill seeking to use the
Consent Decree bond funds to pay the Condemnation Judgment. See ECF No. 103 l. The former landowners include;
Oxford Properties & Finance, Ltd., Joaquin C. Arriola, Douglas Cushnie, Calvo's Insurance Underwriters, Inc., Jones &
Guerrero Company, Inc., Alfred C. and DianaZ. Ysrael, and Lee M. Holmes; Valencia Investments Corporation and
Young Chull Kim ("collectively, the "Former Landowners").
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Law Firm's Motion for Reconsideration provides a full chronology of the actions taken and

arguments made by the Governor's Legal Counsel, Sandra C. Miller, the Cabot Law Firm, and the Lt.

Governor6 to disqualiff the AGO in this case, and the basis of the Court's conclusions regarding its

dismissal of those arguments. Id. The Order correctly states the relationship between the AGO and

the Receiver, holding that the Receiver is not the AGO's client in these cases. Id. See a/so ECF No.

1199 .7

Now in its Motion to Stay which is currently under review, the Office of the Govemor, yet

again, seeks to disqualifu the AGO from this case. See ECF Nos. 1177-1178. Yet again, the Offrce

of the Governor raises purported conflicts of interest on the part of the AGO. Id.

"Under the 'law of the case' doctrine, a court is generally precluded from reconsidering

an issue that has already been decided by the same court, or a higher court in the identical case."

People v. Hualde,1999 Guam 3 tT 13. See also Christiansonv. Colt Indus. OperatingCorp.,43 U.S.

800, 816-17 (1983) ("As most commonly defined, the doctrine [of the law of the case] posits that

when a court decides upon a rule of law, that decision should continue to govern the same issues in

subsequent stages inthe same case.") (quoting Arizonav. Califtrnia,460 U.S.605,618 (1983)). "A

court has discretion to depart from the law of the case where: l) the first decision was clearly

erroneous; 2) an intervening change in the law has occurred; 3) the evidence on remand is

substantially different; 4) other changed circumstances exist; or 5) a manifest injustice would

otherwise result." Hualde, 1999 Guam 3 'ti 13 (citation omitted).

6 Due to the Governor of Guam's conflict of interest based on his family's interest in the Condemnation Judgment, the

Govemor "assigned the power and duty to exercise the Governor's executive authority with respect to this case to the Lt.

Governor of Guam, Ray S. Tenorio". Amended Substitution of Counsel, ECF No. 1052 at 2-3 citing Declaration of

Raymond S. Tenorio at !f 2 (filed May 10, 2013). One of the Former Landowners, Calvo's Insurance Underwriters, Inc.,

is part of Governor Eddie B. Calvo's family enterprises.

t The Former Landowners Motion to Intervene was denied on August 21 ,2013. See ECF No. I 164. With the denial of

the Motion to Intervene, the Cabot Law Firm's representation of the Government of Guam ended.
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The AGO submits that this Court's Order allowing limited substitution of counsel (ECF No.

1064) and Order denying the Motion of Reconsideration thereof (ECF No. 1157) became the law of

the case and there are no circumstances warranting re-opening the issues addressed thereunder or

departing from this Court's prior decisions. See also ECF No. I 189.

The Governor's Office has merely rehashed the same arguments over and over again. It has

not presented any credible evidence that the Court has committed clear error, or asserted there has

been a change in controlling law, or that substantially different changed circumstances exist that

would result in manifest injustice. Instead, the Office of the Governor claims that "new facts" are

included in the AGO's Motion for Clarification (ECF No. 1155).8 The "new facts" on which the

Office of the Governor relies are misstatements it imputes to the AGO. The Office of the Governor

alleges that in its Motion for Clarification the AGO (l) makes statements contrary to previous

representations to the Court; (2) states that the GSWA is the AGO's "only client"; and (3) admits that

its client is the Receiver. See ECF No. 1 177: ll78 at I 1. The AGO's Motion for Clarification does

not contain any such statements by the AGO. See ECF No. 1155. The Offrce of the Govemor has

misconstrued the AGO's comments in its Motion for Clarification. The AGO does and always has

represented the Government of Guam in both this case and the Condemnation Case. The

Government of Guam includes various agencies and instrumentalities, some of which are under the

direct control of the Governor (e.g., Department of Public Works, Guam Environmental Agency), and

some which are not (e.g., autonomous public corporations, such as the GSWA). During this

t The AGO's Motion for Clarification dealt only with the limited issue of whether the Receiver or the GSWA Board could

exercise the attorney client privilege on behalf of the GSWA. See ECF No. I155. At the request of the newly appointed

GSWA Board members the Court held a hearing at7:30 a.m. on June26,2013 to discuss the Board's concerns regarding

the transition of authority fiom the Receiver to the Board. The Court's Orders make clear that the Receiver has full

authority until authority is transferred to the Board by Court Order. See ECF Nos. I 132 and I 189.
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litigation, the AGO has represented each of these agencies, as well as others.e Except for the

misstatements attributed by the Office of the Governor to the AGO, the Offrce of the Governor

presents no new information.

The Office of the Governor's claim that it just learned from the AGO's Motion for

Clarification that the AGO's representation of the Government of Guam includes the GSWA is

baseless. The GSWA enabling statute became effective on April 18,2011. In its'August B,2Al3

Order, this Court stated: "Throughout the course of this lawsuit, the Attomey General has

represented SWMD, DPW and now GSWA, since all are part of the Government of Guam." ECF

No. I157 atl3-14.

This Court's prior holdings became the law of the case and absent a compelling reason to

depart from these decisions, the AGO submits that the Court should not re-open already decided

points. United States v. Ro,sales,606F.2d 888, 889 (9th Cir.1979). The Office of the Governor has

provided no circumstances warranting a departure from the law of the case in this action. In its'

rulings, the Court has already resolved the issue that the AGO's represents the Government of Guam

and not the Receiver and there are no conflicts of interest.

C. AllLofnqt General As Chiqf Legal Officer Represents the Government o-f Guam

Relying on the Organic Act of Guam, 48 U.S.C. $ 1421 et seq., and Guam case law, this Court

has held that the AGO, as Chief Legal Officer of the Govemment of Guam is granted "cognizance of

all legal matters . . involving the Executive Branch of the Government of Guam, its agencies,

o When the AGO refers to the Govemment as its client, it is referring to the entire Government of Guam, including both

its line and autonomous agencies. When the Office of the Governor refers to the Government in its Motion to Stay, it is
referring to the Office of the Governor. For example, the Office of the Governor alleges that the AGO believes it owes a

dufy of confidentialify to the Receiver instead of to the "Government;" that there have been conflicting instructions from

the Receiver and the "Government;" and the AGO's client is the Receiver rather than the "Govemment." In these
instances, the Office of the Govemor is using the term "Govemment" to mean "Office of the Governor." See ECF No.
I 178 at I l. To avoid confusion, the AGO separately refers to the "Government" and the "Office of the Governor."
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instrumentalities, public corporations, autonomous agencies and the Mayors Council," represents the

Government of Guam in this case, See ECF No. ll57 at 12-14. In its Motion to Stay, the Office of

the Governor disagrees and claims that the Governor, as executive officer of the territory "has

authority over the Attorney General." ECF No. 1178 at 15 citing Santos v. Camacho, 2006 WL

581251 *6 (D. Guam 2006).

Santos is distinguishable on its face. In Santos the Governor was originally represented by the

AGO in litigation involving an interpretation of the Guam Territorial Income Tax and was later

disqualified from continuing to represent the Govemment of Guam. The sole authority allowing the

Governor to disqualify the AGO was a section in the Organic Act of Guam vesting matters involving

the Guam Territorial Income Tax in the Governor. Santos at *4 citing 48 U.S.C. $$ l42li(c) and

(dX2). See also Santos at *7. The Santos Court held that because the Governor is tasked exclusively

with setting policy matters involving the Guam Tenitorial Income Tax, the AGO could not assume

control in the litigation on behalf of the Government of Guam. 1d. Our case does not involve the

Guam Territorial Income Tax and the Governor does not have authority to trump the sections of the

Organic Act and cases relied upon by this Court as the basis of its holdings in this case. See ECF No.

1 157 at 12-14.

D. Governor's Ofrce's Conclusory Assertions Against the AGO

The hostile assertions made against the AGO by the Ofhce of the Governor in its

pleadings are shocking. The AGO has been in this case since its inception in 2002, with the

exception of a 4 Yz -month period when the Government was represented by the private law

firm, Mair, Mair, Spade & Thompson. See Order, ECF No. ll57 at 13 citing ECF Nos. 6 and

21. Only recently, for the first time and so late in these proceedings, has the Office of the
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Governor asserted purported conflicts of interest and negative conclusory assertions against the

AGO, claiming that it has been denied meaningful representation in these cases.

The Office of the Governor claims that the AGO has refused to take direction from the

Guam Executive, yet has not stated any directions which have been refused. The Offrce of the

Governor claims that the AGO has ceased representing the Government as directed by the

Guam Executive, yet has not stated any directives which have been ignored. The Office of the

Governor criticizes the AGO for not agreeing with positions stated by the Former Landowners,

who are not parties to this case, and oftentimes whose positions are adverse to the Government.

The Office of the Governor claims that it has not been afforded the right to be heard in this case

and therefore its due proaess rights have been violated. Yet, hundreds of pages have been filed

by the Office of the Governor's Legal Counsel, the Cabot Firm, and by the Calvo Law Firml0

and Arriola Law Firmrlon behalf of the Former Landowners, whose positions are identical to

those of the Office of the Governor. The Court has been made fully aware of the positions of the

Office of the Governor, has given them due consideration and has made its rulings. The AGO

is criticized by the Lt. Governor for failing to attack the Receiver with information included in

the briefs filed by the Former Landowners, who are not parties to this suit. ECF No. 1179 at 2,

to In the Condemnation Case, Calvo, Fisher & Jacob LLP, (formerly known as Calvo & Clark, LLP) (the "Calvo Law

Firm" represented the following landowners: Calvo's Insurance Underwriters, Inc.; Jones and Guerrero Co., Inc.; Alfred

C. and Diane Z. Ysrael; Lee M. and Joan S. Holmes; Valencia Investments Corp.; and Henry Sy (the "Calvo
Defendants"). In this case, the Calvo Law Firm represented several of the Calvo Defendants in the Former Landowners'
Motion to Intervene.

" In the Condemnation Case, Aniola & Aniola (the "Arriola Law Firm") appeared on behalf of Joaquin C. Aniola,

Douglas F. Cushnie and Oxford Properties & Finance Ltd. (the "Aniola Defendants"). In this case, the Aniola Law Firm
represented several of the Arriola Defendants in the Former Landowners' Motion to Intervene.
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fl 7. Yet, the record of this case shows that when appropriate the AGO has opposed either or

both the United States orland the Receiver. For example and as stated in the Governor's Office

Motion to Stay, the Court's granting of the United States' motion to enforce the Consent Decree

against the Government of Guam was over the Government's vehement objection by the AGO

as was the Court's Appointment of the Receiver. See ECF No. I178 at 6.

Through the National Association of Attorney Generals, Maryland Attorney General

Douglas Gansler agreed to assist the Guam AGO and graciously provided the services of

Maryland Deputy Counsel Janet Bush Handy to assist the Government of Guam in the

Condemnation Case because of her extensive eminent domain experience. Ms. Handy's

services would be provided at no cost to the Govemment of Guam, except for her moderate

travel expenses. Attomey Handy was admitted to the Guam Bar pro hac vice and was

appointed as a Guam Special Assistant Attorney General.

The Condemnation Judgment of $25,115,683.00 (inclusive of the amount of

$3,410,000.00 already deposited with the Court by the Government of Guam) (i.e.,

$21,705,683.00) was only a fraction of the Calvo Defendants' individual value opinions of $185

million to $300 million. The amount was between that the Government's expert real estate

appraiser's highest value of $13, 900,000.00 and the Arriola Defendants' expert real estate

appraiser's value of 532,295,950.00.

This result was reached in spite of the fact that the Govemment's own expert witness changed

his expert report after he had concluded his testimony at trial by submitting an unsolicited appraisal,

for which he did not charge the Government, wherein his opinion ofjust compensation increased by

over $10 million from his original appraisal report. See Guam Superior Court's Finding of Fact and

Conclusions of Law, ECF No. 1050, Ex. A at 10, 'lJ 23. He testified during trial that many of the
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Former Landowners were his friends and clients. In awarding the Condemnation Judgment, the

Guam Superior Court assigned "no weight to the bulk of Mr. Captain's assessment" . Id. at ll, n 24

The expiration of the appeals period following the entry of the Condemnation Judgment

occurred in January 2013. By that time, the Layon Landfrll had been constructed and was in

full operation, the Government had acquired title to the Layon Landfill land, and the gates to the

Ordot Dump had been locked, with the AGO's involvement. The Court has found that,

The Office of the Attomey General has valuable institutional knowledge, having worked
with the United States Environmental Protection Agency, flmy government agencies, bond
counsel and the Receiver over the past five (5) years to bring the Government of Guam into
compliance with the Consent Decree. With the opening of the Layon Landfill and the final
design plans for the closure of the Ordot Dump awaiting approval, the finish line is in sight.
There will soon be an end to an era of non-compliance by the Government of Guam. The
court is preparing to end the federal receivership and hand control over the Solid Waste
Management Authority to the Board.

ECF No. 4064 at 4-5. In its' May 21,2013 Report, the Receiver stated that "The work of the

Attorney General has saved the Government of Guam hundreds of thousands in legal expenses to

date." See Receiver's Power Point Presentation to Guam District Court, May 21,2013, Slide No' 45.

In documents filed in this case, the assertion has been made by the Offrce of the

Governor, the Calvo Law Firm and Arriola Law Firm, as well as by Attorney Arriola during a

District Court hearing, that a claim for contribution against the United States exists in this case

and the AGO has failed to pursue it. Over the last three years, the AGO has researched this

issue extensively. The AGO consulted an expert on the mainland, Professor Robin Kundis

Craig. Professor Craig is an environmental law professor at the Florida State University

College of Law in Tallahassee, Florida. Professor Craig specializes in the Clean Water Act,

inter alia. and is the author of The Clean Water Act and the Constitution (ELI 2004; 2d E d. ELI

2009) and Environmental Law in Context (Thomson/West 2005; 2dF,d.2008), plus over 40law
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review articles and book chapters. She serves as Chair of the American Bar Association's

Constitutional Environmental Law Committee, among others.

Based on the AGO's research and consultation, it was concluded that the Government of

Guam does not have a viable counterclaim for contribution against the United States in the

District Court case. The AGO has also considered whether a separate claim may exist against

the United States under the federal CERCLA statute, and based on the available evidence, does

not believe such a claim against the United States would be successful. The AGO is unaware of

any other justifiable claims which may exist against the United States, including a claim under

the Federal Torts Act. If the Governor's Counsel has contrary research supporting a justifiable

claim against the United States, it has not discussed it with the AGO. If such research exists, the

AGO is willing to review it and work with the Governor's Counsel.

Disputed Undisputed Facts

The Office of the Governor's Motion to Stay contains nearly 7 single-spaced typed

pages under the heading, "The following facts are, or should be, undisputed." ECF No. I178 at

6-12. The AGO disagrees with many of the statements contained therein but does not believe

that rebutting the inaccurate statements will assist the Court in ruling on the Motion to Stay

currently under review. However, the AGO will readily fuither respond should the Court

decide it would be helpful and is necessary for the AGO to address each inaccurate statement

made by the Offrce of the Governor.

E. Motion to Strike.for Noncompliance with Rule LR 7.I (gl qf the Local Rules ofPractice.for
the District Court qf Guam.

LR 7.1(g) of the Local Rules of Practice for the District of Guam provides, in part, "Each

party may submit briefs or memoranda in support of or in opposition to any pending motion which

shall not exceed a total of twenty (20) pages in length without leave of Court to file additional pages."
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LR 7.1 (g). GR 5.1(a) provides, in part, that "All papers shall be double-spaced except for the

identification of counsel, title of the case, footnotes, quotations, and exhibits." GR 5.1(a).

The Memorandum of Points and Authorities in Support of the Government of the Govemor's

Office's Motion to Stay and for Further Relief (the"Brief' ECF No. 1 178) does not comply with GR

5.1(a) and LR 7.1(g). The Brief contains nearly 7 pages of single spaced alleged undisputed facts,

which are not a proper subject for single spacing under the rules. See ECF No. I 178 at 6-12. Had the

Rules of Practice been followed and the alleged undisputed facts correctly double-spaced, the Brief

would far exceed the Z}-page limit. And leave was not requested to exceed the page limit, as required

under LR 7.1 (g). Counsel should not be permitted to circumvent the rules to avoid compliance

therewith. The AGO therefore requests that the Brief be stricken.

III. CONCLUSION

Pursuant to this Court's existing Orders, the AGO represents the Government of Guam,

including its line agencies and autonomous agencies, and not the Receiver, both in this case and

in the Condemnation Case. The line agencies fall directly within the Office of the Governor's

control, while the autonomous public corporation, i.e,, the GSWA, does not. The Court's

Orders confirm that the AGO is not conflicted. The Governor's Office has offered no credible

evidence of clear error by the Court, or asserted there has been a change in controlling law, or

that substantially different changed circumstances exist that would result in manifest injustice.

There is no basis for the disqualification of the AGO, under Santos or otherwise. These issues

have already been extensively briefed and the AGO submits that further briefing is unnecessary.

The bid amounts and estimates of the Receiver regarding the Ordot closure costs have

been filed and made public, alleviating the concerns of the Office of the Governor's position

raised in its Motion to Stay and Motion to Unseal (ECF No. 1193).
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Under Guam law, the Office of the Governor does not sign contracts entered into by the

GSWA and its desire to become involved in the procurement of such contracts in not allowed

under the GSWA statute.

Therefore, the AGO submits that the Office of the Governor has not provided this Court

with a sufficient basis to stay the entire proceedings, including the award of any additional

contracts.

Respectfully submitted this 27th day of Septemb er,2013.

OFFICE OF THE ATTORI\EY GENERAL

By:
\ - - / . / t /' ir,, . /,ntj.ll'...-'-.-.---*- .,/: * --
K"tfiil. ffiffi;-
Assistant Attornev General
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